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  ABSTRACT 

Design coordination is one among the self- articulations which are never-endingly in requests. searching for good 

clothing, could be a period overpowering errand as well as a few variables should be remembered. In this paper, we 

are presenting a "virtual changing area (VDR)" is the web-based likeness an in-store evolving room. Augmented 

reality is innovation that grows our actual world, adding layers of computerized data onto it. Augmented reality 

adds advanced component to live view by utilizing cameras on sensors. Our inspiration here is to expand the time 

effectiveness and move along the openness of garments take a stab at by making a virtual dressing room climate 

The framework would be stage autonomous and comprised of all the free-source improvement apparatuses so 

that whenever taken industrially later we will keep the expense as low as could be expected Augmented the truth is 

the inspiration driving any AR application. This application is carried out utilizing open CV and web camera to catch 

video. When the video is caught, is distinguishes the foundation and object of human Augmented the truth is 

immediate and backhanded perspective on genuine word components that are augmented on programming  

Keywords: Open CV (Computer Vision), Virtual Dressing Room, Augmented Reality, Windows, Web Camera. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A lot of shoppers have encountered a problem that  trying clothes in clothing stores is usually a time consuming 

activity especially during peak hours such as weekends, it might not indeed, even be feasible to take a stab at 

garments in such cases as web based shopping. Also Due to security reasons there is limitation on number of 

garments that can be taken for trial at a time. To overcome these problems we aim to develop a virtual trial 

room using augmented reality. A virtual dressing room is the web based likeness the near- ubiquitous in-store 

changing room – that is, it enables customers to take a stab at garments to really look at least one of size, fit or 

style, but virtually. 

This application depends on programming which assists in addressing with yielding from the skeleton, separated 

from picture (taken from camera). In the event that an individual is remaining before the camera, the individual 

will actually want to choose wanted garments. Likewise in future, we can stretch out our framework to suggest 

some garments which will suit on that individual relying upon his skin tone. In any case, an issue for purchasing 

garments online is that client can't attempt the item before he/she get that item. The inclination later dressing 

on influences the client choice about purchasing the garments. Accordingly, there is a rising interest to create 

virtual changing area to recreate the perception of dressing. With the help of cutting edge AR development (for 

example adding computer vision and item acknowledgment) the data about the encompassing genuine 

universe of the client becomes intuitive and carefully manipulable. Fake data about the climate and its articles 

can be overlaid on this present reality. This application involves OpenCV for recognizing the client and to 

change the variety and logo as per client's decision. Contrasted with other existing Virtual Trial Room 

frameworks, key contrast is the absence of any exclusive equipment parts of peripherals. Over the most recent 

couple of a long time there have been a number of endeavors in making logos and changing shade of T- shirts 

carefully. By the significance of Virtual Reality and Expanded Reality in Technical Society, new advances can be 

embraced in this worry like Webcam, advanced mobile phones to take a stab at various varieties and various 

logos on T-shirt. Utilizing cameras and sensors, these capabilities assist VR frameworks with examining the 

client's current circumstance and identify the headset's area. In this way, PC vision and augmented reality 

cooperate to make items more refined and client responsive. You can peruse one of our past articles to dig into a 

few additional subtleties on how PC vision functions. 
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Augmented reality can possibly impart stunningness in us by merging the physical and genuine universes. Truly, 

PC vision-based AR overlays imagery or sound onto the current certifiable landscape. What's more, everything 

starts with PC vision. PC vision (CV) for increased reality empowers PCs to acquire, process, investigate and 

figure out computerized recordings and pictures. By taking a gander at an item and its appearance, area, and the 

settings, it distinguishes what the item is. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [1] Presently a-days everybody needs to look chic. In any case, it is challenging for conventional clients to 

make a superb cosmetics and hairdos. Also, when you are in bare look and need to impart better focus on your 

companions, the quickest and least demanding way is virtual cosmetics. In any case, current existing cosmetics 

programming needs numerous client contributions to change face milestones, which impact the client 

experience. Furthermore, it can't eliminate the blemishes on skin on par with the genuine restorative cosmetics. 

Thus, we have presented such framework that permits you to do practically all the cosmetics work. The framework 

would be stage autonomous and comprised of all the free-source advancement devices so that assuming that 

taken economically later we will keep the expense as low as could really be expected. This will make it open in 

modest running salons. 

In [2] the system proposed in paper is used for online trial of Madura Batik clothes which is the regional wear of 

Indonesia. It gives virtual reality trial room for foreign customers to change consumer shopping experience and 

increase buying desire. The major drawback here could be that the apparels are limited only to their regional wear 

and nothing apart from that. 

In [3] the proposed system, we will describe a simple and efficient Trial Room with virtual usage. This 

application assists the client with envisioning his/her own clothing without    actually wearing it. At first the 

client needs to confront the camera which centers the client picture and fit different costumes to it and displays. 

This basically helps the user to know his/her choice effectively and give more noteworthy degree of satisfaction 

In [4] this image is processed by MATLAB to compute every pixel of the image. The drawback for this is that the 

system was only used for online shopping platform and not for any other offline use. Also as there is absence of 

kinetic sensor due to which the actual measurements with respect to the depth is missing. 

In [5] this paper throws light particularly on physically impaired people who are partially or completely 

challenged. For completely impaired people, sensor senses the head developments for repeating through the 

clothes and the eyes movement for selection of apparel. But the paper tends to incline more towards the 

challenged people rather than normal people leading to noticeable change in capabilities adding to which the 

populace also lessens as compared to normal people. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Proposed VDR is application based and intended to be generally viable on the off chance that the gadget has a 

camera. The utilization of web camera is a less expensive option in contrast to Kinect sensors. It doesn't need 

additional equipment support. The clients can utilize the proposed framework from their home itself. It gives 

continuous access. The framework utilizes web cam to recognize the human body. The body is then separated 

into chest area and lower body. Resizing of the pictures is finished to superimpose the material picture on the 

human body. This is less expensive variant of the current framework which utilizations parcel of equipment and 

can't be utilized at home. 

This undertaking plans to make an expanded reality changing area. This demands constant following of the client 

act like well as reasonable virtual attire. For the posture and body following the picture highlight based following 

which is customarily utilized in expanded reality applications [2] which gives more complete and exact following 

of the client present. 

Virtual changing areas for the design business and advanced diversion applications target making a picture or on 

the other hand a video of a client in which the person wears unexpected pieces of clothing in comparison to in 

reality. Such pictures can be displayed, for instance, in an enchanted mirror shopping application or in games and 

films. Current arrangements include the blunder inclined undertaking of body present following. 

We recommend a methodology that permits clients who are caught by a bunch of cameras to be basically dressed 

with recently kept pieces of clothing in 3D. By utilizing picture based calculations, we can sidestep basic parts of 
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other frameworks, particularly following in light of skeleton models. We rather move the presence of a piece of 

clothing from one client to one more by picture handling and picture based delivering. Utilizing pictures of 

genuine pieces of clothing considers photograph sensible delivering quality with superior execution. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION MODUALS DESCRIPTION 

According to design, implement and create GUI 

In our first module we use NetBeans for designing purpose. There are multiple components are used in our first 

GUI model 

1) It provide window on screen frame is actually base window. 

2) List Components: It will used for storing dresses and cloths 

3) Image Icon: For displaying images we have used image icon class. 

4) Start: Start button is used for starting the camera for picture detection. 

5) Capture: It is used for capturing image 

Camera detection and camera operation 

In this module we use three steps as follow:  

1) Is camera present or not? 

If camera is present then it will detect, if camera is not it will display false. Our system display message Your 

camera is not present. 

2) Camera is in current condition or not? 

If camera is present then it will check and display camera is in current condition or not 

3)    Start 

If camera is present then it will start capturing image 

Face detection 

It requires no actual communication in the interest of the client. It is precise and considers high enrolment and 

confirmation rates. It can utilize your current equipment framework, existing camaras and picture catch Devices 

will work without any issues. A face following camera catches video pictures that are communicated to the Face 

Tracking software. Once a face has been distinguished, the product can chase after that face inside the video 

transfer and to investigate face. 

Creating database module for storing dress 

In our venture MySQL data set is our back end. We have involved this for putting away assortment or various 

examples of clothes. In this we have made the table and filled the fitting subtleties, for example, client id detail and 

item subtleties. 

Display and matching to the object 

The main endeavor at Virtual changing area zeroed in on arrangement of the client, rather than its converse. In 

this extremely crude application, essentially a decent static delivering of dress was shown on the screen to 

understand a visual skill of the wearing the piece of clothing, the client needed to adjust himself to the attire 

picture. A ton of material procedure to adjust the dress is change the position, turn and size of the piece of 

clothing to the followed client. With the utilization of hand-held markers by the client, and joining video following 

and picture distinguishing proof strategies, it was feasible to get some 2D data from RGB pictures utilizing an 

ordinary webcam. Position, revolution and scale were changed. 
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V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Our framework engineering is characterized or we have planned as you can find in the chart. In this first our 

camera will begin and it will begin getting n quantities of edges through which our face location is finished. For 

putting away item information in data set we have utilized MySQL data set. From this data set we can get 

various examples and assortment of garments to choose one particular material for virtual trail. And at long last 

fabric recreation is finished. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In Fig.1 we have created Graphical User Interface using NetBeans. NetBeans IDE is a free and open source 

coordinated improvement climate for application advancement on Windows, Mac, Linux, and Solaris working 

frameworks. The IDE improves on the advancement of web, venture, work area, and portable applications that 

utilization the Java and HTML5 stages 

 

Fig 1: Creation of GUI 

In Fig.2 you can recognize faces in a picture, distinguish key facial highlights, and get the shapes of identified 

faces. With face location, you can get the data you really want to perform errands. A basic arrangement that only 

includes the quantity of countenances in an image. Face discovery is a PC innovation being utilized in various 

applications that distinguishes human countenances in computerized pictures. 

 

Fig 2: Face Detection 
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In Fig.3 to make the virtual fitting room look more practical, the dress should look reasonable as well. With this 

idea, we have made the dresses in 3 distinct sizes: M, L and XL which will be tried for taking a stab at try. 

 

Fig 3: Alignment of clothing 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The client can get to the GUI by hand signal and select the clothing or likewise select different classes. A blended 

reality put together virtual dresses attempt with respect to framework depicted. The significant commitments 

consequently altered an imperceptible in view of client body size. It can reasoned that AR is a long ways behind 

than VR as a general rule in development. 

Virtual reality is the innovation based industrially significant tool. It can be utilized for Commercial and 

Training purposes. Virtual reality can be productively involved by any individual with restricted engine 

expertise for PC. It chips away at the high level Augmented Reality innovation to get Virtual Reality experience 

for the client. 
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